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Judge 1: We'll turn to the last case in our calendar, the Christa McAuliffe Intermediate Schools et 
al versus Bill de Blasio. 

Unknown: Thank you. 

Judge 1: Yes sir, go ahead, Mr. Kieser. 

Kieser: Good morning your honors, and may it please the court. My name is Chris Kieser and I 
represent the appellants Christa McAuliffe Intermediate School PTO, Chinese American 
Citizens Alliance of greater New York and the Asian American Coalition for Education. 
This case is about New York city's effort to inject racial considerations into the 
admissions policy at it's renowned specialized high schools. One of the many virtues of 
schools like Stuyvesant, Bronx Science and Brooklyn Tech is their objective admissions 
policy. These schools care about your SAT score. They don't care about your race or who 
your parents are. About half the schools, the students at these schools come from low 
income families and even more of those are Asian American. However, the mayor and 
the chancellor are unhappy with the racial balance at the specialized high schools and 
seek to make the schools demographics mirror those of the city as a whole.  

Kieser: That means an ultimate goal of fewer Asian American students. Even though most of 
those students, like those at Christa McAuliffe Intermediate School come from low 
income families and many are the children of immigrants. The mayor and the chancellor 
sought to change the admissions exam requirement, but since that is enshrined in state 
law, they use their power over the city schools to alter the eligibility requirements for 
the Discovery program. Discovery is designed to give a second chance for admission for 
low income students who scored just below the cutoff. But in recent years before this 
current expansion, it was quite small and schools with high cutoff such as Stuyvesant 
and Bronx Science did not participate at all. As a means to accomplish these racial goals, 
the mayor and the chancellor required each specialized school to set aside 20% of their 
seats in each incoming class for Discovery students. And- 

Judge 2: Was it just racial or wasn't it also geographic? So one of the concerns was, people from 
these locations weren't going to those schools. There was inadequate representation of 
the whole city in the schools itself on a geographic basis. 

Kieser: Certainly your honor, mayor De Blasio has expressed concern that the city has a whole 
was not being represented. However, under Arlington Heights, so long as racial 
motivation is a motivating factor, and here the is clear that the mayor and the 
chancellor considered race predominantly, or it was at least one of their major 
considerations for- 

Judge 3: Let me ask you this, I mean, the new Discovery program, race is not criteria for the 
program, you can see that, right? 

Kieser: Yes, your honor. 



Judge 3: There's no factor of race in terms of the students themselves, correct? 

Kieser: Yes, your honor. 

Judge 3: All right, so the question is on, this goes to the likelihood of success on the merits.  Is 
there any Supreme court case from this court or even broaden it to any Circuit court, 
where the program did not have race as a factor that has strict scrutiny was applied. 
What Supreme court case or what Circuit case where race was not a factor in the criteria 
where a court has said, "Even though race was not a factor in the criteria, we're going to 
apply strict scrutiny here." 

Kieser: Your honor, the closest is a Lewis vs Ascension Parish in the 5th Circuit. The first of those 
cases before it was sent remand, the- 

Judge 3: I thought they used race to assign students in that case? The district... at the 
redistricting, right? 

Kieser: The District Court in that case found that rational basis scrutiny applied simply because 
the geographic lines were race blind. However, the 5th Circuit panel essentially required 
a remand in order to determine whether, although the lines were geographic in nature, 
they were done with a purpose of- 

Judge 3: [inaudible 00:04:36] Not just with the purpose that they were using race. They were 
actually using race to assign students 

Kieser: Your honor, one of the factors in Lewis was that the Parish School District itself had used 
racial modeling to determine the outcome, or the likely outcome of its plan, and the 
panel in that case thought that, that was probative of- 

Judge 3: Let me ask you about DOE, the 3rd Circuit case, do you think DOE is wrongly decided or 
is that distinguishable from this? 

Kieser: Your honor, we don't think that you would have to find that DOE was wrongly  decided 
as a rule in our favor, the court and DOE expressly held that there was no evidence in 
the record that there was any intent that a particular race be disparately impacted, in 
that case. It was simply a case where the city of Philadelphia was redrawing the lines in 
order to improve diversity. And that's a case where, without the intent to, as the 
Supreme Court said in Phoenix, what matters on Arlington Heights is the decision 
maker's intent to adversely affect a particular group. 

Judge 3: Intent is not to adversely affect a particular group, but to increase diversity. You're 
saying that's an impermissible intent? You can't have the intent to increase diversity in 
the schools or some other area, is that your position? 

Kieser: Not precisely, your honor. Our position is that in a situation such as this where the 
effects of the program is to take seats away from certain students- 



Judge 3: How do we know that? It seems like the data from the first year shows that there has 
not been what your clients were concerned about this enormous impact on Asian 
students. Isn't that what the first year shows? 

Kieser: Your honor- 

Judge 3: No impact, right? 

Kieser: That's what the 2019 data... First of all, it isn't in the record. And second of all there's 
significant possibility that it could be an outlier given that the city's own modeling of the 
database on the 27th or the effect of this plan based on 2017 numbers show that there 
would be- 

Judge 3: May be, but this is a preliminary junction review. You're saying the District Court should 
have granted a preliminary injunction even though there's no indication the district 
didn't have this, but it would be more prudent to see if there's going to be this disparate 
impact that you talk about. 

Kieser: Your honor, even taking the 2019 data, they submitted at face value, that the racial 
purpose of the plan still persists and the students, particularly at Christa McAuliffe 
Intermediate, who the PTO represent are still locked out of 20% of the seats at the 
specialized high schools. And the city's purpose for that, according to the mayor and the 
chancellor and the press releases and the Department of Education's presentation, was 
to change the racial balance to the detriment of Asian American students. So the fact 
that the data in 2019 might not have accomplished what the city expected it to or spit 
out the numbers the city expected. It doesn't necessarily mean that the students at the 
ineligible middle schools such as Christ McAuliffe, which is more than two thirds Asian-
American, aren't being excluded from those seats on the basis of racial considerations 
under Arlington Heights. 

Judge 3: Can you address in the Jana Rock case, quoting the Supreme Court, we said to equate 
desire to eliminate the discriminatory impact on some disadvantaged groups with an 
intent to discriminate against other groups could seriously stifle attempts to remedy 
discrimination. So what's your response to that? 

Kieser: Your honor, a broad reading of that quotation from Jana Rock would essentially 
eviscerate Arlington Heights. It would permit jurisdictions to discriminate using racially 
neutral means against overrepresented races in order to create a racial balance that 
they desire, even though the disparate impact was not caused by city or district policy. 
So the proper reading I think of those quotations from Hayden and Jana Rock is 
essentially that, of course in the remedial context, the Supreme Court has recognized 
the compelling interests in remedying past discrimination and also that there are certain 
racially neutral policies that may be permitted to be enacted. However, it can't be 
extended to the point that you would- 



Judge 3: What concerns me is, I'm not sure I can see where the line is then, if you're saying a race 
neutral policy that is designed to achieve greater diversity, if it's going to have a 
disparate impact on some group that it's no scrutiny, isn't that what you're saying? 

Kieser: I think the distinction, your honor is between whether the policy is designed to improve 
opportunity for certain groups versus to change the outcomes. So the Supreme Court in 
Ricci explained that of course that the city of new Haven in that case could have taken 
steps to provide greater opportunity for the minority test-takers to succeed. However, 
when they scrapped the exam and gave a new one, that was disparate treatment. So 
here what we have is that the city has taken an established process and changed the 
rules so that the same exam, the SHSAT would spit out different results that they hoped 
would be more amenable to them demographically. 

Judge 1: Mr Kieser, let me ask you a threshold question. You claim that you have associational 
standing, standing is of course one of these seemingly ambiguous requirements in 
American law, but what exactly is your standing here? Without going into the merits 
that we have already treated to some degree, you're claiming you have a so-called 
associational standing? 

Kieser: Your honor, we contend that the PTO has associational standing because its members... 
That it has standing to sue on behalf of its members. 

Judge 1: Let me just read you a segment of one of our cases in 2011, it is the law of this Circuit 
that an organization does not have standing to assert the rights of its members in a case 
brought under 42 U.S.C section 1983 as we have interpreted the rights of section 1983 
secured to be personal to those purportedly injured. 

Kieser: Your honor, I recognize that there are certain 23nd Circuit cases including, I believe 
that's NEB that- 

Judge 1: NNEB versus [inaudible 00:12:22] the Aus. 

Kieser: Yes, your honor. That have held a categorically that associations cannot assert the rights 
of their members in section 1983 cases. However, that's contrary to Supreme Court 
precedent including Northeastern Florida association of general contractors and parents 
involved. And in this- 

Judge 1: So, we're in an awkward situation that is, assumed for the argument, you're right, that 
the law of our Circuit is in conflict with either the law of another Circuit or with the law 
stated by the Supreme Court. We as a court are institutionally bound to apply our own 
law, the law of the Circuit until it's reversed by an embanked court, an embanked 
hearing of our court or by the Supreme court, right? 

Kieser: Yes, your honor. However, there have been panels of this court that have simply applied 
the three part associational standing test in Hunt vs Washington State Apple Growers. 
For example, just a few months after the Northeastern Florida decision in the Supreme 
court, this court decided Rent Stabilization Association versus Dinkens where it 



discussed at length the effect of Northeastern Florida and simply distinguished it, 
because the plaintiffs in that case were bringing regulatory takings claims which were 
not amenable to group representation. So this court has recognized that Northeastern 
Florida changed the law and in another cases the court has done that as well.  

Kieser: So I think there's a conflict within panels in this court and this panel could go one way or 
the other. However, I also believe that the the institutions, I just want to say quickly, 
that the institutions have standing to sue in their own right as the District Court found 
correctly. Looks like my time is up. 

Judge 1: And procedurally we're now at the, as judge Bianca noted, at the preliminary injunction 
stage. So what exactly do you want from us here today? 

Kieser: We were seeking your honor a- 

Judge 1: A remand? 

Kieser: A remand with instructions to grant injunction before the 2020 cycle.  

Judge 1: A preliminary injunction only because you- 

Kieser: A preliminary injunction. 

Judge 1: Have you had any evidentiary hearings? 

Kieser: We are still in discovery at the District Court. So we- 

Judge 1: You haven't had any evidentiary hearings before the District Court? 

Kieser: No, it's currently- 

Judge 1: So what you would like is a remand for the completion of discovery and then a full trial 
on the merits? 

Kieser: Yes, your honor. 

Judge 1: Presumably a consolidation of the preliminary and permanent injunction hearings.  

Kieser: Yes, your honor. 

Judge 1: Okay, thanks. 

Kieser: Thank you. 

Judge 1: Mr. Moore. 



John Moore: Yes, may it please the court. My name is John Moore representing the mayor and the 
chancellor. The District Court did not abuse its discretion in denying plaintiffs the 
extraordinary relief of a preliminary injunction, where plaintiffs lacks standing, cannot 
show a reparable harm and are unlikely to succeed on the merits.  

John Moore: I want to start on the threshold issues that that opposing counsel ended on. There is a 
key point that decides this case on two independent threshold issues. And that key 
point is that as judge Kabran has pointed out, that this Circuit's law has consistently 
been over the course of 40 years and has recently reaffirmed, as recently as last spring 
in the pool decision, that organizations do not have standing to assert the rights of their 
members. 

John Moore: Now plaintiffs say, "We'll just ignore that law because there's other cases that don't 
specifically speak to that issue that may come intention with it." Or that there's an 
apparent tension with Supreme Court precedent. None of  that's Supreme Court 
precedent, to the extent that there is tension, and I want to point out that those 
decisions did not specifically address the question, they mostly assumed it. That none of 
those Supreme Court decisions post date this last spring where the court recently 
reiterated the exact same rule is followed. 

Judge 3: No, but their alternative argument is that even under the... by expending resources, that 
they themselves have standing under, I don't know how you pronounce NMB, and other 
cases that have said, if an organization has to expend resources to, in this case oppose 
this plan, that that gives them standing independent their members. 

John Moore: That's incorrect, your honor. And on that point, I direct your honors to the Knife Rights 
case from 2015, and- 

Judge 3: The facts of that case, I don't know, that wasn't changing the law. It was basically 
whether or not they were going to be prosecuted under that, was it the...  

John Moore: In the Knife Rights case, there was a statute banning gravity, it was a State law that that 
banned the possession of gravity knives. And what plaintiffs were challenging was the 
application and interpretation of that law as it was going forward. And then the 
organizations plaintiffs had dedicated resources to opposing that application and 
enforcement. Here we have a state law that sets the requirement- 

Judge 3: In that case, ultimately it was decided... It wasn't clear they was going to be prosecuted 
on that law and therefore the ongoing expenditures of resources was, I guess 
speculative, right? 

John Moore: It was speculative, particularly because the organizations themselves didn't face the risk 
of prosecution. That any future expenses that they incurred would be on behalf of their 
members, which is not the kind of standing that the plaintiffs here or their [inaudible 
00:17:55] 

Judge 3: They need to expend resources to keep opposing this indefinitely, right? 



John Moore: They say that in their reply brief, but they did not say that in their complaint. They did 
not say that in the first round of affirmation, and they didn't say that in the second 
round of affirmations. So to be able to assert standing based on a claim that's not made 
until the appellate reply brief, would be inconsistent with the usual rules governing a 
house standing has to be established. Even if I take that point, and I again, I think the 
Knife Rights case does control it. I think it's on all fours at this instance. But even if there 
were article III standings, if there was the ability to proceed with the case at all, there's 
still the second independent threshold issue, which is irreparable harm.  

John Moore: If the only harm that the organizational plaintiffs have the ability to assert is their 
expenditure of time, money and resources, that's- 

Judge 3: You didn't raise that below, and we should even consider that.  

John Moore: I disagree. If you're on almost page 244 of the appellate's appendix, what we argue is 
that there is not irreparable harm because none of the plaintiffs are imminently going to 
be participating, with the exception of Mr. Wong's daughter, are imminently going to be 
participating in the specialized admissions high school process. 

Judge 3: You're arguing that flow, I'm confused- 

John Moore: That's the same argument we're making that there is no irreparable harm because these 
particular plaintiffs- 

Judge 3: Whether you made that argument to the District Court, is the question. 

John Moore: Yes, that was the argument below and that's the argument that we're making now. And 
it plays out somewhat different, let me explain why that is. In the District Court, the 
irreparable harm argument ultimately wouldn't have gotten us very far, that the 
organizational plaintiffs can't show irreparable harm, because Mr. Wong's daughter was 
still in the case. Here, where it's conceded that she is no longer participating in the 
admissions process, she no longer has standing, and again, this is at the footnote one, in 
the appellate reply brief. 

Judge 1: Why is that? Because she's aged out? 

John Moore: Because she's already been placed into a high school. 

Judge 1: That's one of the famous problems with all of these cases because from a defendant's 
point of view, you can wait out any individual plaintiff will have graduated or will have 
moved out of the relevant group by the time the decision is made, right? 

John Moore: Yes. I want to make two points in response to that. The first is that there's the possibility 
of pleading damages. And so to the extent that that's the harm, that you can allege past 
damages for past action, you don't have to get into prospective relief. And second, if 
that ultimately speaks to the standing to proceed with the case at all, it doesn't speak to 
the irreparable harm question. Then again, if the irreparable harm, if what they're 



established, what their harm is, is the ability to seek their past expenditures, the money, 
time, resources, the Supreme Court in Samson said, that's not enough.  

Judge 1: Mr. Moore, let me try a Contra factual question for you. If you were on their side, how 
would you cure this problem? In other words, what should they have done to pursue 
this case to at least achieve standing to proceed? 

John Moore: Had they alleged in their complaint, both past expenditures and the willingness ability 
inclination to continue doing so to make clear that they were imminently likely to need 
to continue doing so, I think that would cure it. If they had alleged- 

Judge 1: Sorry, I'm not understanding. What exactly would that claim be? 

John Moore: It wouldn't have to be much, it would basically have to be, "We have opposed this and 
we will continue doing so as long as the policy is in place." Because- 

Judge 1: As an association? 

John Moore: Correct. And that would get them the standing at least to proceed with the case. They 
could alternatively have pled damages. 

Judge 1: So why don't we just pause right there, since a remand is necessary in any circumstance. 
If I understand your position, they can simply seek to amend their complaint by making 
precisely that claim, right? 

John Moore: I believe- 

Judge 1: They could cure the problem is what I'm getting at. 

John Moore: Yes. Although in the Knife Rights case, as I've referred to earlier, are actually denied the 
ability to re plead, but if the court were inclined to do so, I don't think Knife Rights 
controls on that, then the case could be dismissed, again, entirely for a standing with 
leave to re plead and they could remake those allegations. 

Judge 1: No, you don't have to dismiss it. You can just permit an amendment to the complaint, 
right? 

John Moore: Yes. 

Judge 1: You're in the middle of discovery or whatever it is that's going on in the District Court. 
It's not nearly a final judgment. Why can't they do that? 

John Moore: I think they could, but I- 

Judge 1: And they can also include a number of individual plaintiffs who are young enough to 
perhaps survive the many delays, right? Why couldn't they do that? 



John Moore: Then it gets a little trickier because if we're talking about third grade students, they're 
not imminently likely to be applying for specialized high schools. But I take the point- 

Judge 1: On the other hand, by the time you're through with them, they'll be in graduate school.  

John Moore: I take the point, and to step back just a little bit, none of this helps on this appeal. None 
of this helps plaintiffs on this appeal. 

Judge 1: Why? 

John Moore: Because they're still unable to show irreparable harm. They're still not able to show as 
organizations that their constitutional rights are going to suffer any harm. And with- 

Judge 3: They were to have students added on remand who were applying now, right? This 
current cycle, so they then had irreparable harm, right? Potentially.  

John Moore: Different plaintiffs could have standing and could have irreparable harm. 

Judge 3: Why wouldn't the judge then have to, on this serious questions and the balance of 
hardships, some of the things that the District Court relied upon wouldn't apply right 
now, right? Because part of it had to do with the offers were about to go out, they have 
to go into printing, there wasn't time to redo the criteria but we're in December. So 
wouldn't on remand the District Court have to now determine whether or not an 
injunction would be appropriate for this cycle? 

John Moore: It would, and the circumstances have changed and I think though that ultimately the 
circumstances haven't changed that much just because of the time it's taken to litigate 
this case. We're now approaching the time, and I appreciate the opportunity to make 
this point, because it's on my must say list. Is that in order for the Department of 
Education to be able to issue orders on a... they're not orders, I apologize. Offers on a 
timely basis, Department of Education is informing me that they would need a decision 
from the court, ideally by the end of the month. Which I'm not going to presume to set 
deadlines for the court, but that's the timeline that we're looking at. The extension by 
January, it could be done with delays, beyond that- 

Judge 1: What is it that could be done in theory or hypothetically by the end of the year? 

John Moore: To change the procedures and process by which the offers are made. And so if we were 
to revert back to the prior Discovery program, that would- 

Judge 1: Which would amount to either an amendment or supplanting the preliminary injunction 
with our own injunction, right? 

John Moore: Yes, that's correct. 

Judge 1: And that's what you're suggesting. 



John Moore: If the court- 

Judge 1: By the end of the year. 

John Moore: Correct. And so having said that, I want to turn briefly to discuss the merits of the case. 

Judge 3: Let me just ask you this question on the merits because this to me is the bottom line 
question. On the issue of what the intent of this is, isn't it to achieve racial 
demographics in these schools more closely mirror the city? Isn't that the purpose of 
this new Discovery program? 

John Moore: I don't know if I fully agree with that. The purpose of the program is to increase racial, 
socioeconomic and geographic diversity through the specialized high schools. In that 
consideration, certainly race is a consideration that comes into that, but the mere fact 
that race is considered is not itself grounds to trigger strict scrutiny. I want to point out 
that the best case that the plaintiff's offer for this in their argument, was the Lewis one 
decision, from the 5th Circuit. They omit the fact that all the court in the Lewis one 
decided was that the court needed a little more facts to decide it. On Lewis two when 
the case returned to the 5th Circuit- 

Judge 3: What determines that race was the primary reason for this plan, that altering the racial 
demographics was the primary reason for the plan. Wouldn't that implicates strict 
scrutiny? 

John Moore: No, there's two points on that. First, I don't think that's the case here. I think that race is 
certainly one consideration, it's not the primary consideration. Second, in order to get 
strict scrutiny, you have to show both intent- 

Judge 3: What's the primary consideration then, if it's not race? 

John Moore: I don't know that I could say that there's was a primary consideration. Again, racial, 
socioeconomic and geographic diversity. Moreover, the intent has to be not just to 
consider race, and to benefit one group, it has to specifically be to harm as group. And 
that's absent here. Despite the plaintiff's allegations to the contrary, the mayors and 
chancellors comments are very clearly designed on bolstering the enrollment of an 
underrepresented group into the specialized high schools. That's the defendant's desire, 
and I have written down, plaintiffs agree that the intent must be to create an adverse 
effect. That's not the goal here. Finally, you also have to show even if there were intent, 
which I made clear, I strongly disagree with. 

Judge 1: Both the chancellor and the mayor have suggested that it is their intention or it's 
arguably their intention. Have they been deposed yet? 

John Moore: No, they have not been. And part of the reason for that is that in addition to showing 
intent, plaintiffs have to be able to show effect in order to get district scrutiny. And on 
that point their claim completely fails. I mean most dramatically, the largest beneficiary 



of the new Discovery program criteria have been Asian-Americans. Their numbers 
increased overall, specifically within the discovery program. 

Judge 3: If the intent was not primarily race, and it was just to help disadvantaged students. The 
Amicus brief points out there are a lot of different ways this could have been framed to 
do that. They gave the example, and I'm curious what your response to this is. If you 
have an Asian American child who's in a homeless shelter or on welfare, if they go to a 
certain school, this program's not available to them. Does that make sense? If race is not 
the primary reason and you're just trying to reach disadvantaged kids, there are ways 
this could be done just based upon economics as opposed to the way it's currently 
framed. 

John Moore: The program as it's currently structured is based on economics and it's based on two 
separate economic considerations. One is that the poverty of individual students 
matters and we agree with that. The other point is that the poverty of the schools in 
which- 

Judge 3: [inaudible 00:29:06] hypothetical that they give, in that hypothetical doesn't matter 
how poor that kid is, he's not getting in under this program, right? 

John Moore: That's correct, because the DOE... If we're talking about what economic considerations 
have to be in place, we're looking at rational basis review. And the Department of 
Education has the ability to say that not only is individual poverty important, but the 
poverty of the neighborhood, the poverty of the school in general matters. That the 
student who is themselves poor and could be direly and in dire straights who is 
nonetheless attending a more affluent school. It is not an unreasonable determination 
to say that that student is not as disadvantaged as someone who is also individually 
poor, and also attends a school where the large majority of students are also facing 
similar problems, similar poverty. That is a consideration that the department of 
Education is able to make, and did make. And that explains the criteria here.  

Judge 1: Thanks very much. 

John Moore: Thank you your honor. 

Judge 1: Mr. Kieser is reserved only. 

Kieser: Thank you, your honor. I just want to make two quick points. First, on the institutional 
standing and irreparable harm which are kind of related. The declarations that we 
submitted in February to the District Court, they clearly outlined that our expenditures 
and opposition, especially as far as the PTO and Cagney are concerned are ongoing and 
as Judge Bianca pointed out, they will continue as long as this program is in place. And 
there's simply no other remedy because this is a continuing a program that will be a 
continuing violation. 

Judge 1: You heard our colloquy before about how you can cure this associational standing issue 
if it is indeed an issue that's not a problem for you, right? 



Kieser: On remand, we would certainly consider those things. And your honor, the second point 
on racial intent, it's simply not true that there needs to be any particular animist 
towards a particular racial group in order to find that race was a motivating factor on 
our Arlington Heights. Feeney clearly States that all that's necessary is that the decision 
maker decided to do what it did because it would have an effect on a particular racial 
group. And that's all that we have here. Thank you. 

Judge 1: Thank you very much. We'll reserve decision and we are adjourned. 

 


